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Can Do Picks

The Knitting Pattern Writing 
Handbook  How to Write Great 
Patterns that Knitters Will Love to Make
Kristina McGrath & Sarah Walworth
The Knitting Pattern Writing Handbook sets new 
standards for clear, accurate pattern writing, 
walking aspiring and experienced designers 
alike through each must-have component of a 
thorough, well-written pattern, including how to 
devise and present gauge, charts, and sizing information that is correct 
and easy-to-follow. With a focus on how to make patterns accessible 
to contemporary knitters – especially beginning knitters – this much-
needed reference book is destined to become a classic in an industry 
that is beginning to professionalize after decades (even centuries!) of 
informal and home-based instruction!

$29.99 Hardback 205 x 155mm 176pp 230620

Unicorns, Dragons and More 
Fantasy Amigurumi 3
Bring 14 Wondrous Characters to Life!
Unicorns, Dragons and More Fantasy Amigurumi 
3 brings the most fantastical amigurumi to 
life with 14 enchanting characters – fairies, 
unicorns, a dragon, a wizard, a troll, a kraken 
and many more. Beginners as well as advanced 
crocheters can conjure up these fabulous 
fantasy creatures with a flick of their hooks. 
All patterns are accompanied by easy-to-follow step-by-step pictures as 
well as video tutorials of all stitches used. They are easily customizable, 
so it’s a small step to imagine your very own fantasy amigurumi. ?If 
you’re looking to put an extra spark in your crochet universe, this book 
will positively make that magic become reality.

$36.99 Paperback 230 x 190mm 128pp 230469

Cable Knit Style 15 Stunning 
Patterns for Pullovers, Cardigans, Tanks, 
Tees & More  Joan Ho
Every knitter knows that their handmade 
wardrobe isn’t complete without a good Aran-
inspired sweater or two (or more!). Now the 
stylish cabled garments you’ve always longed 
for are within reach, thanks to this awe-
inspiring collection of 15 cable knit patterns 
from visionary knitwear designer Joan Ho. 
Whether you’re a seasoned cable connoisseur 
or have always found this technique a bit daunting, the author’s clear, 
expert instruction will walk you through every pattern with ease. And 
with her strong commitment to size inclusivity in all of her patterns, 
every single one of these chic, modern designs is sure to be a beloved 
piece in your closet for years to come.

$44.99 Paperback 230 x 195mm 168pp 230666

Crochet Impkins  Over a million 
possible combinations! Yes, really!
Megan Larp
It is a wonderful thing to bring an Impkin to 
life with hook and yarn, and herein you will 
find the detailed instructions necessary to 
craft one, with an endless array of options 
for ears, antennae, hats, wings, tails, scales, 
horns, hairstyles, clothing and accessories. 
Each Impkin is unique, and only you can listen 
to find out what yours longs to be. Stitch 
by stitch, you’ll cast a spell, until at last you have made a brand-new 
creature. Don’t be surprised if it asks for a snazzy vest or a satchel to 
hold its treasures!

$59.99 Paperback 280 x 215mm 176pp 230599

Patty Lyons’ Knitting Bag of 
Tricks  Over 70 Sanity Saving Hacks for 
Better Knitting  Patty Lyons
This handy guide goes far beyond your typical 
knitting tips. Knitters of all levels will discover 
both why and how various techniques work and 
improve both the look of their knitting and their 
command of stitches. It’s sure to take any knitter’s 
skills up to the next level. Patty Lyons starts by 
looking at the basics and explores the anatomy 
of a stitch, examining how this affects the look, 
feel and shape of the finished knitted fabrics and how different knitting 
techniques affect the finished outcome. She examines the problems 
caused by common mistakes that many knitters make without even 
noticing before diving into more complex knitting issues and how to 
trouble shoot them. All of Patty’s techniques and tips are illustrated with 
detailed step-by-step artworks for absolute clarity.

$39.99 Paperback 210 x 150mm 208pp 220534

The Beginner’s Guide to 
Crochet  Easy Techniques and 8 Fun 
Projects  Claire Montgomerie
Claire Montgomerie covers everything you need 
to get started: essential tools and materials, how 
to hold your hook, make your first stitches, 
fasten off and read a pattern. Clear step-by-step 
photographs and a handy fold-out flap with 
crochet abbreviations make it accessible for 
all, whether you are hooking your first stitch 
or revisiting the basics. Take small steps and 
familiarize yourself with the terminology and 
techniques to master the essentials of crochet in no time at all. Claire 
combines helpful, friendly guidance with 8 colourful modern projects, 
each one teaching and consolidating a new technique from increasing 
and decreasing to changing colour and joining seams. Embark on your 
crochet journey and have fun creating your own crocheted wearable 
accessories and home décor items.

$39.99 Paperback 260 x 205mm 128pp 240075

The Beginner’s Guide to 
Knitting  Easy Techniques and 8 Fun 
Projects  Lynne Rowe
Lynne Rowe covers everything you need to 
get started: essential tools and materials, how 
to hold your needles, make your first stitches, 
fasten off and read a pattern. Clear step-by-step 
photographs and a handy fold-out flap with 
knitting abbreviations make it accessible for all. 
Lynne combines helpful, friendly guidance with 
8 colourful modern projects, each one teaching 
and consolidating a new technique from increasing and decreasing to 
changing colour and joining seams. Embark on your knitting journey 
and have fun creating your own knitted wearable accessories and home 
décor items.

$39.99 Paperback 260 x 205mm 128pp 240078

Yarn Cake Amigurumi  15 Cute 
Creatures to Crochet  Jacki Donhou
Create fun and friendly toys with Yarn Cake 
Amigurumi – they make the perfect gift for 
loved ones or to keep for yourself! Amigurumi 
is the art of using crochet to make toys, and the 
15 projects in this book offer some of the most 
varied and fun creations you could imagine. 
They range from: • Biscuit, the adorably cute 
little duckling • Aggie, the punkish bull • Garrick, 
the mythical dragon • Jasper, the inquisitive puppy.

$39.99 Paperback 235 x 210mm 128pp 230689

Pocket Amigurumi Monsters
20 Cute Creatures to Crochet and Collect
Sabrina Somers
At 10cm high, these manga-inspired plushie 
creatures are perfect little companions. Using 
just one size hook, crochet a whole team of 
beasts! Suitable for crocheters of all abilities.  
• 20 mini monsters to crochet and collect  
• Easy to follow, step-by-step instructions with 
templates for eyes and noses • Great little gifts 
for all ages.

$39.99 Paperback 280 x 215mm 112pp 240079

Simply Knitted Socks  25 Beautiful 
Patterns to Create  Christine Boggis
This book offers many varieties of different 
sock designs – some bright and colourful, 
others classy and neutral. With projects such as 
baby booties perfect for beginners, to twisty rib 
socks for more experienced knitters, there is 
something for all readers and abilities to enjoy 
as they are introduced to a dynamic assortment 
of styles. All projects come with easy-to-
follow instructions and step-by-step guidance, 
providing hours of stress-free creative fun and relaxation.

$39.99 Paperback 255 x 205mm 128pp 230690

Prints Matter  Pamela Goecke-Dinndorf
Using the painter’s approach, selective cutting 
revisited, the author shares her thoughts and 
techniques, always innovative and spectacular! 
The 16 quilts have been specially chosen to 
illustrate her theory, using methods ranging 
from traditional piecing to appliqué and sewing 
on backing. They are suitable for all levels of 
quilting skill and will enable you to explore the 
provocative potential of multicoloured prints 
with originality. Pattern is the best vehicle for 
expressing the magical qualities of colour. From 
Quiltmania with text in English and French.

$69.99 Paperback 260 x 210mm 160pp 230831

Capture Your Own Life with 
Collage Quilting  Making Unique 
Quilts and Projects from Photos and 
Imagery  Jane Haworth
Perfect for quilters of any skill level or even 
those without any experience at all, Capture 
Your Own Life with Collage Quilting will show 
you everything you need to know about 
making amazing collage quilts. From choosing a 
photograph or image and making enlargements 
to creating the pattern, you will then learn 
about choosing the right background, free-
motion quilting techniques and finishing the 
quilt. Included in this book are 12 different 
project ideas in a variety of styles and themes, 
including pets, animals, birds, fish, flowers, 
houses, musical instruments and landscapes.

$39.99 Paperback 280 x 215mm 154pp 230566

Not My Monkeys   
Deborah Dorward
The monkeys are loose visiting their friends: 
horses, reindeer, goats, dogs, cats, rabbits and 
birds in nine appliqué blocks all set on point 
with four Snowflake stars and twelve setting 
triangles with pieced elements appliquéd on 
and an eye-catching machine pieced sashing. 
There is a tall house with shutters, stars, 
sun, trees and beautiful vases in this folksy 
heirloom quilt. A simple but effective beautiful 
Dutch Heritage fabric border completes the 
quilt. All the instructions and full-size templates 
are included. Finished quilt size 212 x 212 cm.

$44.99 Pattern 295 x 210mm 16pp 23766

Fit for Purpose
Quilts for Warmth and Comfort
Jenny Bear

Knit a Box of Socks  24 Sock 
Knitting Patterns for Your Dream Box of 
Socks  Julie Anne Lebouthillier

Life in Seasons Volume 
1 Winter & Spring  The 
Embroidered World of Nicola Jarvis

Exploring Tunisian Crochet
All the Basics plus the Stitches and 
Techniques  Lori Harrison

Jenny Bear revisits traditional antique 
quilts using the smallest scraps of various 
fabrics from her eclectic stock! She 
doesn’t hesitate to use orphaned blocks 
found at flea markets and integrate them 
into her quilts, complementing them 
with other antique fabrics waiting in her 
drawers. She has brought together 19 of 
her creations in this warm and inspiring 
book, which mixes small and large projects, 
appliqué and pieced, simple and more 
arduous – in short, there’s something for every level of expertise! All 
these quilts have a story to tell, and Jenny even offers a playlist of music 
to accompany your reading of Fit for Purpose. From Quiltmania with text 
in English and French.

This is the ultimate guide for knitters who 
want to create their own box of socks, 
packed with 24 original patterns for a wide 
range of different sock designs. The patterns 
vary in difficulty from very beginner to 
more complex so there is lots of choice and 
plenty to appeal to experienced knitters 
as well as newbie sock knitters. There are 
patterns for socks using gradient yarn as 
well patterns for stranded colorwork designs, textured 
knits and even cabled designs so you can build your skills and expand 
your sock knitting know-how while you work your way through the 
designs. Author and sock fanatic Julie Lebouthillier also includes advice 
on casting on and negative ease as well as a handy guide for sizing down 
to children's sizes so you can make matching sets for all the family.

Each design reflects the essential 
connections of animal and plant life 
through unique, embroidered ecosystems 
of flowing lines and intricate patterns, 
balancing texture and colour with wool, 
silk, cotton and metallic threads, all 
worked onto printed panels. A world of 
wonder and natural beauty awaits you in 
these eight vignettes of local wildlife.  
• Stoneleigh Badger • Fairhurst Fox • Warwickshire Hare  
• Milverton Mallard • Avonlea Moth • Blossom Hedge Sparrows  
• The Allotment Basket • Small Blue Butterfly.

Whether you are completely new to 
Tunisian crochet or you already love it and 
are ready to move beyond the basic stitches, 
Exploring Tunisian Crochet has the step-by-
step instructions you need to master any 
Tunisian crochet technique. Photo tutorials 
for basic stitches and advanced stitches (for 
both left- and right-handed crocheters) get 
you started on the road to success. Complete 
your education with expert tips and techniques. Once you’ve practiced 
the stitches, you’ll be ready to crochet any of the 20 stunning patterns 
for shawls, scarves, hats and more.

$79.99 Paperback 260 x 210mm 304pp 240143 $44.99 Paperback 275 x 210mm 128pp 240027

$69.99 Hardback 280 x 240mm 160pp 240036 $51.99 Paperback 270 x 210mm 160pp 230597

Gift certificates available too!
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Simply Moderne 35
Issue 35 features: • Exhibition: 28th edition 
Euroean Patchwork Meeting • Exhibition: The 
2023 Show of the New South Wales Quilt 
Guild • Portrait: Inmaculada Gabaldon Aguado 
• Portrait: Cecilia Koppmann. New detailed 
projects: • Starlight Tree Farm by Marcea 
Owen • Shattered Stars by Sarah Fulks • Order 
Disorder by Pat Forster • Frosty by Karen 
Walker • Double Decker by Marcea Owen  
• Diamonds Quilt by Rachel Craig • Christmas 
Blizzard by Jill Finley • Chineses lanterns by 
Jennifer Dick & Trisch Price • Argyle Chenille  
Quilt by Nannette Holmberg.

$29.99 Magazine   240145

Quiltmania No 159
Issue 159 features: • Portrait of the artist Janet 
Haigh • Exhibition: QuiltNSW Show  
• Exhibition: International Quilt Festival, 
Houston • Historical Quilts: Quilts & 
Superstitions • Textile Stories: Oliver’s Quilt 
• Art Therapy: Slow Stitching. The quilt and 
patchwork • Towards the light by Shirley 
Lodington • Stumbling Tumblers by Poulien 
Wolfswinkel • Stardust by Renée Ferré.

$29.99 Magazine   230935

Radiant Blocks for Endless 
Quilts  Designing with New York 
Beauties  Linda Hahn
With just a few simple block variations, this 
book will show you just how versatile a New 
York Beauty block can be. A compact but 
hardworking guide that will inspire you to use 
these blocks in new, modern ways for endless 
possibilities, this book features 13 stunning quilt 
designs using just three to four versatile blocks. 
With quilt projects that are smaller in size but which also use brighter 
colours and fewer batiks, this is a fresh, modern guide that also includes 
opening overviews on tools and quilting basics, including foundation 
paper piecing, for a helpful refresher.

$22.99 Paperback 255 x 205mm 56pp 230568

Quilt Builder Card Deck Set #3
40 More Blocks 8 Inspiring Layouts  
Infinite Possibilities
The design possibilities are endless, and you’ll find 
the fun is just getting started. • Set of 50,  
100 x 100mm cards with 40 new blocks featuring 
a grayscale quilt block on the front and cutting 
information and additional diagrams on the back • Combine different 
cards to create a sampler quilt or alternating two-block quilt • Great 
activity for groups, quilting bees and guilds – distribute a card to each 
person and have them make the block!

$34.99 Boxed Set   230090

Visible Mending by Hand  Repair, 
Renew, Reuse the Clothes You Love
Arounna Khounnoraj
In the movement against throw-away culture and 
fast fashion, learn how to pick up a needle and 
rediscover the forgotten techniques and the joy 
of mending. Covering 12 core techniques, 10 key 
stitches and 3 projects, explore why we should 
mend and how to mend a variety of different 
fabrics using this book. Demystifying the mending 
techniques through a directory of stitches and 
clear step-by-steps, from repairing to reusing and renewing the clothes 
you love, stitch over tears, dye stains and celebrate a more sustainable 
life and add a personal touch to garments.

$34.99 Paperback 210 x 160mm 144pp 230822

The Essential Guide to Pattern 
Making  All You Need to Know about 
Designing, Adapting and Customizing Sewing 
Patterns  Jo Barnfield & Andrew Richards
This handy book will become any dress-
maker’s pattern-designing bible: with accessible 
break-downs on seams and darts, the order of 
make for any garment, how to consider your 
measurements from scratch, and developing 
your patterns with the inclusion of pockets, 
pleats, cuffs and fastenings. Features include lots of tips with coloured 
illustrations to help lead you through making pattern-making less scary, 
boosting confidence. Learn to be an intuitive pattern-maker with a 
depth of understanding in constructing coats, jackets, blazers, dresses, 
trousers – the works!

$44.99 Paperback 245 x 190mm 192pp 240085

Make Felt Flowers  Four Seasons of 
Crafting Modern Plants & Flowers
Bryanne Rajamannar
Make beautiful felt flower decorations, 
bouquets and accessories that perfectly match 
any space, mood or season! This beginner-
friendly book has simple lessons for creating 
felt flowers, plants and projects for all seasons 
of the year including wreaths, centrepieces, 
garlands and headbands. First, learn to craft 
each individual flower and leaf by following instructions for cutting the 
felt from simple patterns, assembling the pieces and polishing them into 
lifelike blooms. Then, combine them into endlessly unique arrangements! 
Immerse yourself in a craft that is easy, inexpensive and stunning.

$44.99 Paperback 255 x 205mm 128pp 230091

Fabulous Fat Quarter Aprons 
Fun and Functional Retro Designs for 
Today’s Kitchen  Mary Beth Temple
Create 20 of your favourite flowers in felt for 
beautiful floral arrangements as well as green 
foliage to complete your arrangement. Mix 
and match your favourite flowers to create a 
stunning bouquet, or make a colourful variety 
of elegant single stems. Everything you need 
to get started is explained, including the tools, 
simple techniques and materials. Templates for 
each project are included at full size.

$32.99 Hardback 280 x 215mm 56pp 230276

Little Traveller  10 Small Felt Intrepid 
Explorers & 30 Tiny Travel Accessories to 
Sew  Simone Gooding
This enchanting book contains step-by-step 
instructions and diagrams for a delightful 
collection of animals and dolls made from 
100% wool hand-dyed felt, complete with felt, 
linen and knitted accessories. You will find a 
Hedgehog and his Sleigh; a Snail who lives in a 
Mailbox; a Girl and her Bear; two Little Sisters 
and their holiday Tent; and many more. These 
designs are suitable for most toy makers, each 
brought to life on the page by one of Simone 
Gooding’s wonderfully whimsical illustrations.

$34.99 Paperback 280 x 215mm 128pp 180102

Stitching through the Seasons
Evocative Patterns and Projects to Capture 
the Magic of Each Month  Yumiko Higuchi

With 56 unique embroidery pieces to reflect 
the seasons, Yumiko Higuchi takes you on a 
month-by-month exploration of colourful motifs 
that can be used on a variety of fabrics and 
surfaces. Each design is accompanied by step-
by-step instructions for recreating it, including 
stitch types, thread colours by number and 
thread type. There is also a detailed section on how to perform certain 
stitches and knots to guide beginners. Whether embroidering a new 
dress, a pillowcase, a bag or even a jar cover for jam, Stitching through 
the Seasons has charming patterns that are sure to spark creativity and 
festivity for embroiderers both experienced and just starting out.

$39.99 Paperback 260 x 205mm 96pp 240047

Whitework Emboidery
Techniques and Projects  
Auburn Claire Lucas
This practical guide covers a wide range 
of whitework stitches and techniques, and 
provides inspiration for all embroiderers, 
whatever their level of experience. Along 
with explaining the many stitches included 
under the definition of whitework, it goes 
further and demonstrates how to combine the 
stitches to make intricate and stunning pieces 
of embroidery. Features include: • An introduction to fabric, threads 
and equipment, as well as framing up • A detailed guide to individual 
whitework techniques, including stitch patterns • Practical advice on 
how to combine techniques and to design pieces of your own • Two 
complete projects with step-by-step instructions  • Instruction on 
washing, mounting and caring for your pieces.

$59.99 Paperback 260 x 215mm 224pp 230466

Embroidery (30 Day 
Challenge)  A Day-by-Day Guide to 
Learn New Stitches and Create Beautiful 
Designs  Jessica Anderson
If you’ve always wanted to learn embroidery 
but haven’t known where to start, this book is 
the perfect way to jump-start your creativity 
and get stitching. Even if you’ve never picked 
up a needle, you will quickly learn everything 
you need to know to master embroidery. 
This complete course in embroidery includes: 
• Everything you need to know to gather supplies, set up your hoops 
and prep your threads and needles • 30 essential and more-unusual 
embroidery stitches clearly shown in step-by-step illustrations • 30 
simple modern embroidery designs you can complete in an hour or two 
• Easy-to-transfer templates of all the designs are printed in the book 
and downloadable • Tips for finishing and showing off your hoops • Ideas 
for embellishing tote bags, jewellery, and more with the embroidery 
designs • Two bonus challenge projects to stretch your newfound skills.

$44.99 Paperback 280 x 215mm 128pp 230794

Inspirations #121  Natural Rhythm
Issue 121 features these projects: • Arts 
& Crafts Hellebore by Margaret Light: 
Intertwining stems of hellebore in the style of 
a much-loved design movement • The French 
Birdcage by Christine P. Bishop: Counted 
thread workbox that opens to reveal delightful 
needlework accessories • Perfect Pink by 
Di Kirchner: Crewel embroidered flowers 
in a harmonious palette of pinks, greens and 
golds • Conversations by Deborah Love: 
Little birds amongst flowers showcasing 
Schwalm embroidery filling stitches • Fleurs Sauvage by Lorna Bateman 
: Sturdy pincushion adorned with a dainty circlet of flowers • Jacobean 
Flower by Margaret Lee: Coin purse sparkling with Japanese-style 
bead embroidery • Constable Country by Helen M. Stevens: Beautiful 
landscape embroidery of a view across country fields • Hummingbirds 
by Noriko Livingstone: Softly shaded hummingbirds and flowers.

$19.99 Magazine   240037

The Cumulative Cloth  A Guide 
to Fabric Color, Pattern, Construction and 
Embellishment Susan Brandeis
This comprehensive how-to reference that 
teaches wet textile surface design techniques 
for making custom cloth. Projects by expert 
Susan Brandeis help a range of levels – beginners 
to relatively experienced studio practitioners 
– experiment with each method. The book 
features wet techniques in detail from application 
and layering of textile dyes, pigments and 
chemicals to add colour, pattern and images. The 39 projects help you 
experiment with each method. Dip into any chapter that interests you, 
or go chapter by chapter, adding new features, to create a cumulative 
cloth – an artwork that brings surface design to life.

$120 Hardback 280 x 215mm 304pp 230750

Nordic Hands  25 Fiber Craft Projects 
to Discover Scandinavian Culture
Anita Osterhaug

This adventure meets the needs of two 
passionate audiences: fibre artists and Nordic 
craft enthusiasts. By exploring the cultures and 
traditions behind the charm of these crafts, 
fans can enjoy extra-meaningful making. Step 
1: Vivid photos and spirited text explain the 
values and beliefs core to Scandinavian life like 
hygge, nature, community, craftsmanship and 
sustainability. Step 2: For each value, enjoy four to seven thoughtfully 
designed fibre arts projects based on traditional designs. • Each project’s 
difficulty level is marked (beginner, advanced beginner and intermediate) 
• Projects include knitting, felting and weaving • The author is editor 
emerita of Handwoven, the largest-circulation fibre arts magazine.

$75 Paperback 255 x 190mm 192pp 230752

Gel Plate Printing for Mixed 
Media Art  Taking Your Visual 
Storytelling to a New Level
Robyn McClendon
Gel plate printing, an accessible but often-
overlooked tool, gives artists techniques 
for enhancing their work. • The author is a 
popular mixed-media instructor and stencil / 
stamp designer, with art in museum collections 
including the Smithsonian and MoMA • The 
inside back cover’s pocket contains two bonus 
mylar stencils designed exclusively for the book • Over 25 techniques 
to combine, such as Mark Rothko Style, Glazing and Vintage Photo 
Silvering, Eco-staining and Intuitive Collage • Video links are provided 
for the techniques • Throughout unique ArtMythos Inspirations sections 
help your printing express your inner world, using guiding questions and 
reflection points.

$75 Hardback 280 x 215mm 160pp 230705

Silversmith’s Secrets  Repair, 
Restore and Transform Treasured Items
Brenton West
Ranging from simple to more complex repairs, 
the author tackles re-plating silver, correctly 
securing metal to glass, polishing, soldering, 
re-finishing and more on a variety of antique 
items including table lamps, inkwells, cocktail 
shakers and hand mirrors. Dotted throughout 
are the author’s own hard-won secret tips 
and techniques, so you can share and benefit 
from his experience. The author talks you through how different metals 
and materials can be properly identified and safely repaired. The book 
also includes information on hallmarking, allowing you to assess those 
second-hand finds accurately. Finally, an extensive tool directory and 
techniques section give no-nonsense and in-depth advice on the best 
tools for the job.

$49.99 Paperback 260 x 205mm 168pp 240077

My Scrapbook Journal  A Creative 
Guide to Scrapbooking and Collage
Alina Fischer
Indulge your artistic side, explore your 
imagination and record your thoughts in your 
own personalized scrapbook journal, collaged 
with ephemera and embellished with stickers, 
cut-outs and motivational quotes. • Discover 
all the inside tricks and tips explore themed 
layouts, from dark academia to vintage fashion  
• Find out how the autor puts her pages 
together, what inspires her, how and where she sources materials and 
tools, and how she works in those tiny, tiny notebooks • Packed with 
inspirations, motivations and practical know-how, you’ll soon be hooked 
on this hands-on hobby that expresses your creativity and relaxes your 
mind and body at the same time.

$29.99 Hardback 235 x 185mm 160pp 220877

Cricut Celebrations  Digital Die-
Cutting for Any Event  Laura Strutt
If you have just bought your first digital die-
cutter or already own one and are looking for 
fresh ideas and new techniques then this is 
the book for you! This book plunges straight 
into the makes, which are themed around six 
life- or year-events that need no excuse for 
a celebration, from the arrival of a new baby 
to a holiday season (Hanukkah and of course 
Christmas). The projects offer an exciting array 
of ideas and designs that will really spark your 
imagination, and all come with clear instructions and  
photos, plus free downloadable SVG files for every project.

$39.99 Paperback 280 x 215mm 128pp 240061
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